
TTAASSKK  11 
Choose the word that best completes the 
sentence. Write the number of the 
sentence and the word you choose: 
speak, talk, say, tell. 
1 Don't ... so loudly. 
2 What did he ... you? 
3 What did he …?  
4 I ...  them to stay. 
5 I’d like to ... a few words about the 
article. 
6 What are they …ing about?  

TTAASSKK  22    
Choose the word that best completes the 
sentence. Write the number of the 
sentence and the word you choose: 
offered, suggested. 
1 He ... to help me. 
2 I ... going to the cinema. 
3 I ... that we should have breakfast. 
4 I have been ... a job in Japan. 
5 We ... him a cup of tea. 
6 What have you ... to the manager?  

TTAASSKK  33  
Choose the word that best completes the 
sentence. Write the number of the 
sentence and the word you choose: paid, 
attracted.  
1 The guide ... our attention to 
Gainsborough's early pictures. 
2 The picture ... everybody's attention. 

3 He never ... attention to Mary. 
4 No attention was ... to my advice. 
5 John shouted and ... people's attention. 
6 He ... my attention to a point I had 
overlooked.  

TTAASSKK  44  
Choose the word that best completes the 
sentence. Write the number of the 
sentence and the word you choose: 
learnt, found out, got to know. 
1 Well, I have ... all the particulars at last. 
2 It came the moment I ... about it. 
3 He said you would like her when you ... 
her better. 
4 We have not yet ... whether he arrived 
safely. 
5 He ... when the train started. 
6 I ... Mary when I was at school.  

TTAASSKK  55  
Choose the word that best completes the 
sentence. Write the number of the 
answer and the word you choose: little, 
small. 
Nick lives in a (1) ... town. He often plays 
with his friends in the (2) ... garden, near 
his (3) … house. His (4) … friend never 
wins. 

TTAASSKK  66  
Choose the word that best completes the 
sentence. Write the number of the 

answer and the word you choose: swim, 
sail. 
1 Can you ...? 
2 ... ing is very useful and pleasant. 
3 In summer we like to lie in the sun and 
watch ships ...ing along the coast of the 
Sea. 
4 Long, long ago people used ...s, which 
moved their ships on the surface of water 
with the help of the wind. Now heat and 
steam and atomic energy are used to 
move ships and yet the word to ... 
remained. 
5 Look! A big dolphin is ...ing towards us. 

TTAASSKK  77    
Choose the word that best completes the 
sentence. Write the number of the 
answer and the word you choose: forest, 
wood.  
Do you know that there are almost no (1) 
...s in England now? They were cut down 
in the XVIIIth century, when people 
needed much charcoal for their 
industries.  But there are a lot of (2) ...s in 
England now, and (3) ...s are smaller and 
less wild than (4) ...s. In our country (5) 
...s occupy a great territory. There are a 
lot of wild animals there. (6) ...s are the 
wealth of our country.  

TTAASSKK  88  
Choose the word that best completes the 
sentence. Write the number of the 
sentence and the word you choose: 
collect, gather, pick. 
1 Pete, ... all the copybooks of the pupils 
and put them on my table. 
2 It’s so nice to be in the open air! Look, 
children are ... ing autumn leaves. And 
I’d like to ... mushrooms now. 
3 How much scrap metal did you ... ?  
4 In summer I like to go to the forest to ... 
flowers, strawberries and blueberries.  
5 My hobby is to ... stamps. 

TTAASSKK  99    
Choose the word that best completes the 
sentence. Write the number of the 
answer and the word you choose: lazy, 
idle. 
All the pupils are very busy reading 
books. Only John is (1) ... . The teacher 
goes up to him: - Why are you not 
reading? -I have no book. I have left my 
book at home. - Oh John. You're again 
doing nothing. Last time you were (2) ... 
because you had left your copybook at 
home. Today it’s a book. I see you don't 
like to work. You're (3) ... . 

TTAASSKK  1100    
Choose the word that best completes the 
sentence. Write the number of the 
sentence and the word you choose: 
work, job.  
1 After ten days Ron had spent almost all 
his money, and decided that any ... would 
do.  
2 He asked for anything, he was ready to 
... in a bakery or in a candy store.  
3 At last he found a ..., but lost it after 
three months. All the time he dreamed of 
great pictures.  
4 And one Monday evening in October, 
armed with several sheets of paper he 
began his ... . 

5 Does your mother do all the ... at home 
or do you help her? 
6 Were you given a good ... yesterday?  

TTAASSKK  1111  
Choose the word that best completes the 
sentence. Write the number of the 
answer and the word you choose: work, 
job. 
Author's first book describes the life and 
struggle of Miss Brook who goes to 
Chicago in search of (1) ... . She applies 
to many places ready to take any (2) ..., 
but it was difficult for a young 
inexperienced girl to find (3) ... in the 
United States. She is not given a (4) ... 
either in the shoe company or the 
department store where she applies. 
Every worker in the city is responsible for 
some kind of (5) ... . She’s got none. 

TTAASSKK  1122    
Choose the word that best completes the 
sentence. Write the number of the 
answer and the word you choose: road, 
path, way.  
- What is the shortest (1) ... to the forest?
- If you have a car, you may go along this
(2) ...., but if you want to go on foot, take
this narrow (3) ... . (Nick and Pete 
stopped their car. Nick to Pete:)  
- Are we on the right (4) ...? - No, I’m not
sure.
- Then we'd better ask someone, I don't
want to lose our (5) ... . Early in the
morning you can see many people in the
street on their (6) ... to work.

TTAASSKK  1133  
Match the following proverbs with the 
appropriate definitions given below. Write 
the number of the proverb and the letter 
indicating the definition, e.g. 1d, 2a, 3c. 
1 Live not to eat, but eat to live. 
2 Live and learn. 
3 Learn to walk before you run. 
4 Let sleeping dogs lie. 
5 First try and then trust. 
6 Every cloud has a sliver lining. 
a) Don't look for trouble on purpose, don't
interrupt or trouble a person, situation,
etc, when this is likely to cause disorder.
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b) Eating should not be the main purpose 
of life. We should on the contrary, eat just 
enough to have a useful life. 
c) First make sure the person is reliable 
and then trust him. 
d) Knowledge cannot be acquired all at 
once; it must be gained step by step.  
e) Experience is a good partner.  
 

TTAASSKK  1144  
Choose the word that best completes the 
sentence. Write the number of the 
sentence and the word you choose: a 
few, few, a little, little. 
1 Sorry, have you got ... minutes to 
spare? 
2 After Ann tasted the soup, she added 
... salt to it. 
3 Jim is unpopular. He has ... friends. 
4 Helen likes her tea sweet. She usually 
adds ... honey to her tea. 
5 Every day Max checks the mailbox up 
but it is usually empty. He gets ... mail. 
6 Have you finished? - Not yet. I need ... 
more minutes.  
 

TTAASSKK  1155  
Choose the word that best completes the 
sentence. Write the number of the 
sentence and the word you choose. Use 
each word once only: fill look find keep 
make be  
1 How can I ... out what time the train 
leaves?  
2 He talks so quietly that I can't ... out 
what he's saying.  
3 ... out! There's a car coming. 
4 Before you can get a passport you 
have to ... out an application form. 
5 The children were told to ... out of the 
kitchen while their mother was cooking. 
6 I have to go out now, but I'll ... back 
soon.  
 

TTAASSKK  1166  
Choose the word that best completes the 
sentence. Write the number of the 
sentence and the word you choose: 
reason, cause, purpose. 
1 For what ... do you want to go to 
Canada? 
2 What was the ... of the catastrophe? 
3 The ... I couldn't come to your party 
was I was ilI. 

4 What is the ... of this test? 
5 What was the ... for your strange 
behavior yesterday? 
6 Accidents have many ...s, but 
carelessness is one of the most common. 
 

TTAASSKK  1177  
Match the words on the left with the 
words on the right. 
Cigarette - chimney 
Bird - bridge 
Hair - nest 
Roof - lighter 
River - comb 
Kitchen - sauce-pan 
 

TTAASSKK  1188  
Match the words on the left with the 
words on the right. 
Good - short 
Fat - old 
Tall - bad 
Full - thin 
Young - empty 
Wet - dry 
 

TTAASSKK  1199  
Choose the word that best completes the 
sentence. Write the number of the 
sentence and the word you choose: 
reason, cause, purpose. 
1 The ... we're doing all these tests is to 
improve English. 
2 The ... of all these tests is to improve 
English. 
3 Why did the dinosaurs suddenly die? I 
mean, what was the ... of it? 
4 Why are you trying to save so much 
money? I mean, what's the ... of it? 
5 The ... of the fire was never discovered. 
6 I wouldn't go to London for the mere ... 
of buying a new tie.  

 

TTAASSKK  2200  
Choose the phrase that best completes 
the sentence. Write the number of the 
sentence and the letter of the answer, 
e.g. 1a, 2e, 3d. 

a) Congratulations! Many happy returns 
of the day! 
b) Thank you all the same. 
c) Hands up. 
d) Once upon a time. 
e) The same to you. 
f) Good appetite (to you). 
1 I can't accept your invitation but ... . 
2 ... there lived a young farmer. 
3 "... , Your purse or your lifel” shouted 
the armed men. 
4 The table is set for dinner... ! 
5 A prosperous New Year to you, sir. - ... 
! 
6 You've got a birthday today, ... .  
 

TTAASSKK  2211  
Choose the phrase that best completes 
the sentence. Write the number of the 
sentence and the letter of the answer, 
e.g. 1a, 2e, 3d. 
a) black sheep 
b) green fingers 
c) heart of gold  
d) blue blood 
e) blue-stocking  
f) white collar 
1 He works in an office. He is a ... 
worker. 
2 He comes from an aristocratic family. 
He has ... . 
3 He is a good gardener. He has ... . 
4 He is a very kind person. He has a ... . 
5 He is the disgrace of the family. He is 
the ... of the family. 
6 Ann is regarded to have superior 
literary tastes and intellectual interests. 
She is a ... .  
 

TTAASSKK  2222  
Write next to the number of each of the 
words on the left a letter indicating a 
word that is stronger in meaning. Choose 
from the ones on the right. 
1 afraid  
2 smart  
3 interesting  
4 angry  
5 foolish  
6 sad  
a) fascinating 
b) furious 
c) egg-headed 
d) idiotic 

e) terrified  
f) miserable 
 

TTAASSKK  2233  
Read the following announcement and 
then mark the statements which follow it: 
‘T’ for true and ‘F’ for false. Write the 
number of the statement & the letter of 
the answer, e.g. 1T, 2F, 3T. 
1 Scarlet red 
2 Brick-red  
3 Dark-red 
4 Deep-red 
5 Light-red 
6 Pink-red 
 

TTAASSKK  2244  
Choose the general word or phrase in 
each set. Write the number of the set and 
the word (phrase) you choose. 
1 Secretary: employee, teacher, office, 
policeman.              
2 Novel: brochure, reading matter, 
magazine, prose.               
3 Addition: calculation, subtraction, 
division, multiplication.           
4 Painter: sculptor, genius, cartoonist, 
artist. 
5 Cat: dog, fish, animal, horse. 
6 Glider: jet plane, airliner, stream, 
aircraft. 
 

TTAASSKK  2255  
Choose the phrase that best completes 
the sentence. Write the number of the 
sentence and the letter of the answer, 
e.g. 1b, 2a, 3c. 
a) for the last ten years; 
b) in the last ten years of the XIX century; 
c) over the last ten years of this century; 
d) ten years ago today; 
e) in ten years' time;  
f) last. 
1 They will meet again to celebrate this 
occasion ... . 
2 They plan to meet once every year ... . 
3 They have seen each other almost 
daily ... . 
4 They saw each other almost daily ... . 
5 They met for the first time ... . 
6 I don't remember when I saw John ... .  
 

TTAASSKK  2266  
Choose the word or phrase (a, b, c) that 
best answers the question. Write the 
number of the question and the letter of 
the answer, e.g. 1a, 2c, 3b. 
1 Here are three words commonly used 
in colloquial English. Which one refers to 
a man?  
a) a bird b) a kid c) a bride 
2 If you gave someone advice and 
protection when he needed it, how would 
you describe, what you did? 
a) I took him under my wing b) I led him 
away c) I pulled his leg 
3 If an English girl asks you to give her a 
ring, does she want you ... . 
a) to marry her? b) to buy a bell for her 
front door? c) to telephone her 
4 All of these words mean a hole - an 
empty space inside something solid. 
Which of them can refer to a hole in a 
tooth? 
a) a dimple b) a cavity c) a cave 
5 How would you tell someone you feel 
nervous? 
a) I have butterfly on the shoulder b) I 
feel butterflies in stomach c) I’m a 
butterfly in the wind  
 

TTAASSKK  2277  
Read the announcement and decide 
whether the lines true (‘T’) or false (‘F’), 
e.g. 1T, 2F, 3F.  
BEGINNING SOON! Courses SEMI-
INTENSIVE 
 $90 
 Monday-Friday 
 9:00 AM-10:30 AM 
FRENCH CLASSES! Three-week 
INTENSIVE 
 $150 
 Monday-Friday 
 10:30AM-1:30PM or 6:00PM-9:00PM 
Registration and Testing: August 18-21 
8:00 AM - 5:00 PM 
Classes begin: August 24 
 
01 Semi-intensive classes begin 
program. 
02 Intensive classes are in the evening 
only. 
03 Intensive classes begin earlier each 
morning than the semi-intensive ones. 

WHEN A MAN IS HAPPY MORE 

THAN A DAY, MEANS SOMEBODY 

KEEPS SOMETHING FROM HIM 
 



04 A student who needs to learn French 
better would be more likely to take the 
$150 course. 
05 Semi-intensive classes meet on 
Monday only. 
06 Semi-intensive classes meet only on 
Monday and Friday. 
07 Intensive classes cost less than semi-
intensive ones. 
08 The last day one can enroll for French 
classes is August 21. 
09 Semi-intensive classes meet in the 
evening. 
10 Intensive classes meet twice as many 
hours per week as semi-intensive. 
11 Intensive classes meet in the evening 
only. 
 

TTAASSKK  2288  
Choose the most general word or phrase 
in each set. Write the number of the set 
and the word (phrase) you choose. 
1The meeting planned to attend has 
been cancelled? 
a) I’m afraid the meeting's been called 
up. 
b) I’m afraid the meeting's been called in. 
c) I’m afraid the meeting's been called 
off.  
2 If you want to buy some bread where 
would you go? 
a) To the butcher's. 
b) To the baker's. 
c) To the grocer's. 
3 Puck is used in: 
a) Cricket 
b) Golf 
c) Bowling 
d) Hockey  
4 If you want everybody to pay the cafe 
bill separately   
a) ‘Let’s go West!’ 
b) ‘Let’s go Dutch!’ 
c) ‘Let’s go to Oslo!’ 
5 You express your utter excitement with: 
a) ‘Good!’  
b) ‘Well!’ 
c) ‘Bad!’ 
6 Vitally important question is:  
a) $64 question. 
b) $86 question. 
c) $48 question. 
 

TTAASSKK  2299  
Match each of the expressions in the 
upper column with its correct definition in 
the column below. Write down the 
number of the expression and the letter 
of the answer, e.g. 1b, 2c, 3d. 
1 Put the cart before the horse. 
2 Let sleeping dogs lie. 
3 Cast pearls before swim. 
4 Lock the stable door after the horse is 
stolen. 
5 Change horses in midstream. 
6 To see through a person (thing). 
a) To waste good things on people who 
can't appreciate them. 
b) To take safety measures when it is too 
late. 
c) To do things in the wrong order. 
d) To make changes while a job is in 
progress. 
e) To leave alone things that might cause 
trouble. 
f) To understand the real nature of 
something.  

 

TTAASSKK  3300  
Divide the words into three groups: a) 
words that are always verbs, b) words 
that are never verbs, c) words that can 
function both as a verb and as another 
part of speech (noun, adjective, etc.) 
1) answer, 2) window, 3) smoke, 4) 
dress, 5) begin, 6) large, 7) seem, 8) 
name, 9) cat, 10) eat, 11) be, 12) ask. 
 

TTAASSKK  3311  
Divide the words into three groups: a) 
words that are always verbs, b) words 
that are never verbs, c) words that can 
function both as a verb and as another 
part of speech (noun, adjective, etc.) 
1) cook, 2) cross, 3) cigarette, 4) swim, 5) 
sleep, 6) attentive, 7) language, 8) ought, 
9) work, 10) should, 11) Monday, 12) 
idle. 
 

TTAASSKK  3322  
Choose the word that best completes the 
sentence. Write the number of the 

sentence and the word you choose: 
certain, certainly, certainty, uncertain. 
1 Are you ... that you understand the 
work? 
2 I am ... about one or two … things. 
3 John is ... neither handsome or polite. 
4 I can't say with any ... where I will be 
next week. 
5 He win ... die if you don't call a doctor. 
6 l don't like him. This is for ... .  
 

TTAASSKK  3333  
Choose the word that best completes the 
sentence. Write the number of the 
sentence and the word you choose: 
polite, politely, politeness, impolite. 
1 He is not ... and he doesn't speak ... . 
2 He hardly knows the meaning of ... 
because he is very … . 
3 It wasn't very ... of you to serve yourself 
without asking. 
4 I don't like his manners. He is so ... .  
 

TTAASSKK  3344  
Choose the word that best completes the 
sentence. Write the number of the 
sentence and the word you choose: way, 
ways.  
1 I always lose my ... in the big cities. 
2 Ann has such strange ... of treating 
people. 
3 I can start until found the best ... . 
 

TTAASSKK  3355  
Read the following sentences carefully. 
Put a check (V) if the underlined word is 
functioning as a verb. Put an X if the 
underlined word is not functioning as a 
verb. Write the number of the sentence 
and the letter of the answer, e.g. 1X, 2V, 
3X. 
1 Gloves warm the hands. 
2 The will interests the relatives. 
3 I can answer that question. 
4 We are not making a long stay here. 
5 The canvas gives the shade from the 
sun. 
6 She always dresses well.  
 

TTAASSKK  3366  
Read the following sentences carefully. 
Put a check (V) if the underlined word is 
functioning as a verb. Put an X if the 
underlined word is not functioning as a 

verb. Write the number of the sentence 
and the letter of the answer, e.g. 1X, 2V, 
3X. 
1 Her dresses are very expensive. 
2 The smoke rose to the ceiling. 
3 A bad tailor can never cut a suit well. 
4 Her dreams came true. 
5 I didn't like the cut of the dresses. 
6 Please number the pictures in the 
book. 
 

TTAASSKK  3377  
Read the following sentences carefully. 
Put a check (V) if the underlined word is 
functioning as a verb. Put an X if the 
underlined word is not functioning as a 
verb. Write the number of the sentence 
and the letter of the answer, e.g. 1X, 2V, 
3X. 
1 Nail the picture on the wall. 
2 The lady looks very nice in that dress; it 
suits her very well. 
3 This cheese tastes like a chalk. 
4 Careless driving often causes 
accidents. 
5 We had toast for breakfast. 
6 I have a bad burn on my arm.  
 

TTAASSKK  3388  
Choose the word that best completes the 
sentence. Write the number of the 
sentence and the word you choose: day, 
daytime, daily, daylight. 
1 We have a ... newspaper. 
2 He works every ... in the ..., not at 
night. 
3 The colours look different when viewed 
in ... . 
4 He has been working all ... . 
5 What ... did you subscribe?  
 

TTAASSKK  3399  
Choose the word that best completes the 
sentence. Write the number of the 
sentence and the word you choose: still, 
yet. 
1 Your arguments are very interesting, 
but I ... think you are wrong. 
2 Has the doctor come ...? 
3 I've started learning Greek, but I 
haven't got very far... . 
4 Mr Jones is ... out; he has not come ... . 
5 Are you ... waiting for him?  
 

TTAASSKK  4400  
Choose the phrase (a-f) that best 
completes the sentence. Write the 
number of the sentence and the letter of 
the answer, e.g. 1a, 2b, 3c. 
a) until three months ago; 
b) at times; 
c) for three months; 
d) in three months' time; 
e) some time; 
f) behind time. 
1 Ann complains that Jack is always late, 
but Jack claims that he's only late ... . 
2 He completed the building ... . 
3 They worked very hard ... . 
4 We'll have another cup of coffee 
together ... . 
5 I had never seen him ... . 
6 The train is ten minutes ... .  
 

TTAASSKK  4411  
In each of the following sentences two 
items are being compared. Divide the 
sentences into two groups: a) in which 
the underlined item has more of the 
quality on which the comparison is 
based, b) in which it has less. 
1 Jim's new apartment is less spacious 
than his old one. 
2 Jets travel faster than helicopters. 
3 The Bay Bridge is longer than the 
Golden Gate Bridge. 
4 The Amazon is not quite as long as the 
Nile. 
5 Andy isn't as old as Elizabeth. 
6 Martha is much younger than Ruth.  
 

TTAASSKK  4422  
In each of the following sentences two 
items are being compared. Divide the 
sentences into two groups: a) in which 
the underlined item has more of the 
quality on which the comparison is 
based, b) in which it has less. 
1 Horses aren't nearly as tall as giraffes. 
2 Platinum is much more expensive than 
silver. 
3 Caterpillars have more legs than 
spiders. 

A MAN IS PRICED ACCORDING TO 

HIS DEEDS, MINUS VAINGLORY 
 

THE INSIDE WORLD OF 

MEN IS FINALLY SHOWN 

AFTER VIVISECTION 
 



4 Law school doesn't take as many years 
as medical school. 
5 Cadillac costs more than Fiat. 
6 Professional piano-playing needs much 
more practice than non-professional one. 
 

TTAASSKK  4433    
Regroup the following words into: a) 
nouns, b) adjectives. 
Famous, care, wood, easy, comfortable, 
tame, careless, ease, comfort, active. 
 

TTAASSKK  4444  
Choose 6 words with prefixes and 
suffixes from the following sentences. 
Write the number of the sentence and the 
word (-s) you choose. 
1 My sister made a dress for herself of 
some silky material. 
2 His argument is that she is too young to 
take part in the expedition. 
3 My brother is a great reader, he likes to 
read historical novels.  
 

TTAASSKK  4455  
Choose 6 words with prefixes and 
suffixes from the following sentences. 
Write the number of the sentence and the 
word (-s) you choose. 
1 A new historical film is on at this week. 
2 My wife is very economical. 
3 The task was to industrialize the 
country in a very short period of time. 
4 He can displease you. 
5 People always misspell her name and 
surname. 
 

TTAASSKK  4466  
Choose 6 words with prefixes and 
suffixes from the following sentences. 
Write the number of the sentence and the 
word (-s) you choose. 
1 There is disagreement in the committee 
on this problem. 
2 You are misusing this word. 
3 Look, that book is misplaced. 
4 You miscounted the pages. 
5 The timetable is disorganized because 
of examinations.  
 

TTAASSKK  4477  
Choose 3 words with prefixes and 
suffixes from the following sentences. 

Write the number of the sentence and the 
word (-s) you choose. 
1 Do you think the American educational 
system is one of the most progressive in 
the world? 
2 She constantly wanted her son to 
become an engineer and her hopes 
materialized.  
 

TTAASSKK  4488  
Choose 4 words with prefixes and 
suffixes from the following sentences. 
Write the number of the sentence and the 
word (-s) you choose. 
1 His father was a delegate to the 
regional conference. 
2 My little sister dislikes wearing socks. 
3 There is an experimental farm not far 
from here. 
4 This boy is a very energetic. 
 

TTAASSKK  4499  
Regroup the following into: a) nouns 
referring to people, b) abstract nouns. 
Employee, racket, servant, employment, 
geology, youngster, racketeer, innovator, 
innovation, geologist, youth, service. 

 

TTAASSKK  5500  
Choose 6 words with prefixes and 
suffixes from the following sentences. 
Write the number of the sentence and the 
word (-s) you choose. 
1 He made all his mistakes because of 
carelessness. 
2 He was uninterested in the work he had 
to do. 
3 The weather there was so changeable. 
4 I'm afraid he misunderstood what I 
said. 
5 He can displease everybody. 
6 The results of the conference showed 
its effectiveness.  
 

TTAASSKK  5511  
Choose 6 words with prefixes and 
suffixes from the following sentences. 
Write the number of the sentence and the 
word (-s) you choose. 

1 There is the agreement about what 
must be done. 
2 My brother fell down from a tree and 
was hospitalized for a month. 
3 I haven't enough money to make the 
payments I promised. 
4 A person who writes plays is called a 
dramatist. 
5 My brother's profession is journalist.  
 

TTAASSKK  5522  
Choose 6 words with prefixes and 
suffixes from the following sentences. 
Write the number of the sentence and the 
word (-s) you choose. 
1 The government of opposition came to 
power. 
2 Our students specialize in engineering. 
3 She finds great enjoyment in music. 
4 The play was criticized in one of the 
magazines last month.  
 

TTAASSKK  5533  
Choose 6 words with prefixes and 
suffixes from the following sentences. 
Write the number of the sentence and the 
word (-s) you choose. 
1 After a long discussion the delegations 
came to an agreement. 
2 The factory was modernized last year 
and now it produces new agricultural 
machines and other production.  
 

TTAASSKK  5544  
Choose 6 words with prefixes and 
suffixes from the following sentences. 
Write the number of the sentence and the 
word (-s) you choose. 
1 He went into training for the swimming 
competition. 
2 You can see a likeness between the 
two brothers. 
3 The cheese was so old and dry that it 
was uneatable. 
4 What impression did the last film make 
on you?  
 

TTAASSKK  5555  
Choose 6 words with prefixes and 
suffixes from the following sentences. 
Write the number of the sentence and the 
word (-s) you choose. 
1 Joanna made a dress for herself of 
some woolly material. 

2 His idea is that he is too young to take 
part in the expedition. 
3 Frank is a great reader, he likes to read 
scientific fiction.  
 

TTAASSKK  5566  
Give the words for the definitions. All 
these words begin with the same three 
letters (EAR...). What are they? 
1 Very keen or serious. 
2 The opposite of late. 
3 To get money by working. 
4 An ache or pain in the inside part of the 
ear. 
5 The ground or the planet we live on.  
 

TTAASSKK  5577  
Give the words for the definitions. 
1 a small spoon for stirring tea. 
2 a large spoon for serving food at tables 
from a dish. 
3 the main meal of the day, eaten either 
at midday or in the evening. 
4 the first meal of the day. 
5 the last meal of the day, taken in the 
evening.  
 

TTAASSKK  5588  
Make the following words negative by 
using a prefix, e.g. un-, in-, im-, il-, ir-, 
dis-. 
1) happy, 2) correct, 3) polite, 4) like, 5) 
healthy, 6) common, 7) legal, 8) pleasant, 
9) agreement, 10) rational. 
 

TTAASSKK  5599  
Unscramble the following letters to fill in 
the blanks with the correct word after 
each definition. 
1 grcia - a tightly packed roll of tobacco 
leaves for smoking is called a ... . 
2 syee - the parts of the body that make it 
possible for people and animals to see; 
are called … . 
3 enso - the part of the face just above 
the mouth, through which one breathes 
and smells is called a ... . 
4 boerwye - the line of hairs above each 
of the two human eyes is called a ... .  
5 suheo - A building for people to live in 
is called a ... .  
 

TTAASSKK  6600  
In the following sentences replace the 
underlined words with one of these 
phrasal verbs. Make sure you use the 
correct form of the verb.  
a) clear up b) look up c) hold up d) bring 
up e) make up 
1 The traffic delayed him.  
2 She raised her children on her own. 
3 She tidied her bedroom.  
4 She liked to invent children's stories. 
5 He checked the word in a dictionary. 

 

TTEESSTT  6611  
Divide the prepositions into two groups a) 
prepositions of location; b) prepositions 
of time. Write them down in two columns. 
Since, inside, off, until, outside, for, 
towards, after, across, before.  
 

TTEESSTT  6622  
Put in the correct tense forms of the 
verbs "do" or "make". 
1 Here's your medicine. Drink it. It ... you 
good. 
2 He ... me a favor last month. 
3 My mother ... me a cake yesterday. 
4 I don't like that photograph, it ... me 
look an old man. 
5 Grammar always ... John tired.  
 

TTAASSKK  6633  
Put in the correct tense forms of the 
verbs "do” or "make". 
1 Would you like me to ... you a cup of 
coffee? 
2 She is studying hard because she 
wants to ... well in her examination. 
3 He is a real ‘neither-do-well’. Moreover, 
he always finds it difficult to ... up his 
mind. 
4 This cake is delicious. Did you ... it 
yourself? 
5 He's just started ... an interesting new 
job. 
 

TTAASSKK  6644  
Use the verb "say", "tell", "talk" or "speak" 
to complete these sentences. If 

A MAN CAN DO EVERYTHING TILL 

HE STARTS DOING SOMETHING 
 

MAN IS CREATED FOR HAPPINESS 

WHILE DUCK FOR OVEN 
 



necessary, change the form of the verbs 
to fit the sentence. 
1 This is a secret. Please don't ... 
anybody else! 
2 Pardon? What did you ...? 
3 Excuse me. Do you ... English? 
4 Hello? Is that London 908672088? 
Could I ... to Nick, please? 
5 I just don't understand what you’re ... 
about.  

TTAASSKK  6655  
Answer the following questions. 
1 What do you say at Christmas? 
2 What reply do you get to that greeting? 
3 What do you say at the New Year? 
4 If your hostess asks you whether you 
want another cup of coffee, what do you 
say if you want it? 
5 If someone insults you, what do you 
say? 

TTAASSKK  6666  
Change the forms of the words in 
brackets so that they fit the sentences. 
1 Einstein was a great ... (science) 
2 My sister is a ... (biology) 

3 I wanted to become a ... (chemistry) 
4 You're a ... (murder) 
5 Tarantino was a famous ... (act and 
produce) in Hollywood.  

TTAASSKK  6677  
Complete this chart, adding the 
nationality. 
Country: Britain, France, Denmark, 
Spain, Holland, Italy, Poland, Germany, 
Greece, Ireland, Japan, Ukraine, China. 

TTAASSKK  6688  
Answer the following questions. 
01 What do you say when you are 
introduced to someone? 
02 What does he\she answer? 
03 What do you say if you are inquiring 
about his\her health? 
04 What replies might you get to these 
inquiries? 
05 What do you say when parting? 

06 What do you say when you are 
happy? 
07 What do you say when you are 
angry? 
08 What do you say when you are 
afraid? 
09 What do you say when you are worry? 
10 What do you say when you are 
ashamed? 
11 What do you say when you are 
disappointed?  
12 What do you say when you are 
awaked at 4am by the neighbor?  

TTAASSKK  6699  
Answer the following questions.  
1 What greeting would you give on 
meeting someone at (a) 9 a.m.? (b) 4 
p.m.? (c) 7p.m.?
2 What do you say to a friend on his or
her birthday?
3 If you accidentally push a person in a
bus what do you say?

TTAASSKK  7700  
Give the word for the definition, e.g. A 
machine one plays one's records on. - A 
play-recorder. 
1 Some thing you can use to open 
bottles. 
2 A ring you can put door-keys on. 
3 A chemical which dissolve material. 
4 A machine that detects lies. 
5 A machine that records on CDs.  

TTAASSKK  7711  
There are a lot of words in English that 
are spelt differently but pronounced alike 
- "two", "to" and "too", for example.
Choose any 10 words & find three alike-
pronounced words to each of them.

TTAASSKK  7722  
Say what of the following statements are 
true and which are false. Correct & 
rewrite the statements. 
1 A butcher is a man who sells bread. 
2 We buy bread at the baker's. 
3 Six and ten is more man nine and 
eight. 

4 In England the sun rises in the west 
and sets in the east. 
5 There are only five seasons.  

TTAASSKK  7733  
Use the verb "ask", "demand", "inquire" in 
these sentences. 
1 The workers at the factory are ... higher 
wages immediately. 
2 Do you mind if I ... you a few 
questions? 
3 I went to the travel agency and ... about 
fares to New York. 
4 Does the letter ... an immediate 
answer? 
5 I had to ... the instructor what to do 
next.  

TTAASSKK  7744  
Give the Ukrainian\Russian equivalents 
of the underlined words. 
1 "Spring” is a season. 
2 The cat “springs” on the mouse. 
3 The “spring” of my watch is broken. 
4 The cat made a “spring" and caught the 
mouse. 
5 I like “spring" flowers.  
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